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thirty-eight-and-a-quarter years old, Paris native Camille
has everything she needs to be happy, or so it seems: a good
job, a loving husband, a wonderful son. Why, then, does she feel
as if happiness has slipped through her fingers? All she wants is to find the
path to joy.
When Claude, a routinologist, offers his unique advice to help get her there, she
seizes the opportunity with both hands. Camille’s journey is full of surprising
escapades, creative capers, and deep meaning as she sets out to transform
her life one step at a time.
In English for the first time, this is a charming, feel-good, and universal story
of one woman’s journey from boredom and dissatisfaction to happiness and
true fulfillment.

International Praise
—M A D A M E F I G A R O ( France)

“A one-sitting read, because we all resemble Camille to some degree,
and we’d all love to do what she does. So, what if we gave it a go . . . ?”
—F E M M E A C T U E L L E ( France)
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Marc Levy

PRAISE FOR A WOMAN LIKE HER:

A WOMAN LIKE
HER

”Marc Levy is a virtuoso of the
imagination... This is his most beautiful
romantic comedy. It's enchanting.”
— LE PARISIEN

“An irresistible, sparkling comedy. ”

Fiction / 373 pages
Material: copies in French, manuscript in English
Publication: May 2018

— PARIS MATCH

“A novel that is at once powerful and fragile. The
perfect romantic comedy à la Blake Edwards.” — ELLE

 Marc Levy Fanpage -  @marc_levy

Can a woman like her...
fall for a guy like him?
During a business trip to New York, Sanji is talked into helping out his elderly
uncle. He agrees to become an elevator operator in one of the city’s last
mechanical elevators. The goal: to help his uncle fulfill a lifetime ambition to
set the record for most miles traveled vertically.
None of the inhabitants of this opulent Fifth Avenue building suspect that this
charming young man in uniform and white gloves is in fact a very successful
businessman back in Mumbai.

“A joyful, original novel with such endearing characters.
An ode to diversity.” 			
— EUROPE 1
“Diversity is one of the central themes of this novel, as
are friendship, shared responsibility, the little human
moments that awaken people to their own lives−and
love.”
			
— LE MAURICIEN
“The beautiful tale of two people who were never
meant to meet... Unputdownable... very well done.”
			
— COSMOPOLITAN

Least of all Chloe, who lives in the penthouse. Chloe is an aspiring actress
− even though she’s been confined to a wheelchair since that terrible day,
April 15, 2013.
Chloe has no idea that Sanji, the new elevator operator on nightshift duty, is
about to turn her world upside down, and that life at 12 Fifth Avenue will never
be the same.

PREVIOUS
PUBLISHERS:
Albania | Toena
Arabic | Dar Altanweer
Azerbaijan | Qanun
Bosnia | Bosanska Rijec
Bulgaria | Colibri
Brazil | Planeta
China | China South Booky
Croatia | Stilus Knija
Czech Republic | Mlada Fronta
Denmark| Turbulenz
Estonia | Ersen
France | Laffont/Versilio
Germany | Blanvalet
Greece | Mati
Holland | Luitingh-Sijthoff
Hungary | Tericum
Indonesia | Bentang
Israel | Yedioth
Italy | Rizzoli
Latvia | Kontinent
Marathi | Mehta
Montenegro | Nova Knjiga
Norway | Panta Forlag
Poland | Sonia Draga
Portugal | Bertrand
Romania | Trei
Russia | Azbooka-Atticus
Serbia | Laguna
Spain | HarperCollins
Sweden | Sekwa
Thailand | Amarin
Turkey | Can Yayinlari
Ukraine | Hemiro
US & UK | Amazon Crossing
Vietnam | Nha Nam

MARC LEVY is the author of 19 novels, published in 49
languages. With over 40 million copies sold, he is the most
read French author alive today. After winning the hearts of

A Woman like Her is an irresistible comedy that celebrates our differences

European readers, his success has expanded to countries

and everything that brings us together − and where no one is truly who they

around the globe. In the past year, over 1.5 million copies

appear to be.

of his books were sold in China alone.
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Simon Van Booy

Khaled Naim

THE CITY
OF SALT
AND IVORY

KENTUCKY
Literary Fiction / 360 pages
Material: manuscript in English

Literary Fiction / 272 pages

www.simonvanbooy.com

Material: manuscript in English

Carol was thirteen when her daddy lost her in a game of cards. A year later–
pregnant and with nowhere to go−she is taken in by Bessie and Martha, who
run a secret refuge for 'lost' women. 50 years on−in the same small town–
Carol's thirteen-year-old grandson rides his BMX and watches wrestling−
mesmerized by 80s' excess, while his community fights to stay employed in
factories and on farms.
Kentucky is the epic saga of one family's struggle to survive in the rural United
States over 100 years.

A brilliant debut that explores the pains of love and
loss, set against the rubble of the Lebanese Civil War.
Ziad Bitar has a blessing and a curse–he suffers from hyperthymesia, total
recall. Ziad remembers everything: every breakfast he’s ever had, all the
numbers in his mother’s phone book, each pang of adolescent longing.
For as long as he's been alive, he’s struggled with how to manage his
”condition”. As the years pass and bombs fall across Beirut, Ziad’s perfect
memory becomes both refuge and labyrinth, the site of his romance with his

Since the 1990s, Simon Van Booy has been collecting the stories, feelings,

wife Samar–and possibly the cause of its downfall. Ziad’s relationship to truth

and confessions of one extended family from Grayson County, which he

is as conflicted as his country’s, and a perfect record is only as good as its

has woven into an intimate portrayal of American life, depicting with vivid

keeper.

emotion, themes of Depression, war, faith, the hardship of women, prejudice,
and rural disenfranchisement–while capturing the distinctive voices of each
character, and revealing the sacred bonds of family and friendship in times
of crisis. With stark, poetic clarity, this book is a breathtaking journey over a
single century, to reveal an America that is rarely seen.

Engrossing and deeply perceptive, layering truth and uncertainty as Ishiguro
does at his most moving, The City of Salt and Ivory weaves the threads of
memory, love, and war to create a world that is at once intimate and universal,
heartbreaking and full of hope.

SIMON VAN BOOY is the award-winning author of works of fiction for adults,
novels for children, and anthologies of philosophy. He has written for the New
York Times, New York Post, and the Financial Times. His books have been
translated and optioned for film.

KHALED NAIM is a Lebanese author based in London. He studied English
literature at the American University of Beirut and currently teaches French
and English.
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Owen Matthews

PRAISE FOR OWEN MATTHEWS:

BLACK SUN

Black Sun is fascinating and has fearsome authenticity.”

— FREDERICK FORSYTH

“A poignant and insightful reading experience.”		

— THE NEW YORK POST

“Few books say so much about Russia then and now, and its effect on those
it touches.”						

— THE ECONOMIST

The next two titles in the series, acquired
by Doubleday in a three-book deal:

Crime/Thriller / 416 pages
Material: galleys in English
Publication: July 2019

Book 2: RED TREASON

“Welcome to Arzamas-16. The city that doesn’t exist.“

Vasin’s second assignment takes him into the heart of the Cuban Missile Crisis.
There are whispers of a spy at the highest levels of Soviet intelligence. If Vasin

It is the dawn of the 1960s. Alexander Vasin, a KGB Major in the department

doesn’t catch the spy in time, the US will learn a deadly secret: the USSR

of “Special Investigations“, travels across the Soviet Union to Arzamas-16, a

doesn’t have enough missiles to withstand an American first strike.

city that does not appear on any map. He has been sent to investigate the
gruesome death of a young physicist.
There, he finds a scientific community of eccentrics, patriots, and dissidents
who’ve been ordered to build the most powerful atomic bomb ever made.
It is a project of such vital national importance that unlike their fellow Soviet
citizens, they have the freedom to think, act, live, and love as they wish.
Some of them, it seems, even believe they can get away with murder.

But as Vasin gets closer to the truth, the question of treason becomes
more complicated. What if the spy is trying to save the USSR from certain
destruction? What if the real traitor is anyone who gets in his way?

Book 3: UNTITLED
On November 22, 1963, President John F. Kennedy is assassinated. Vasin gets
a call from his superiors. They have one question: did we do this?

Owen Matthews’ thriller is based on an incredible sequence of true events
and inaugurates a major new series set in Moscow in the early 1960s featuring
Alexander Vasin, a homicide detective seconded, against his will, to the KGB.

OWEN MATTHEWS was born in London in 1971. He
is the author of the non-fiction book Stalin’s Children:
Three Generations of Love and War (Bloomsbury, 2008),
which was shortlisted for that year’s Guardian First Book

PUBLISHERS: UK (Transworld), NA (Doubleday).
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Award and the Orwell Prize for Political Writing. Stalin’s
Children has been translated into 27 languages.
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Raphael Montes

A WOMAN IN
THE DARK

PRAISE FOR RAPHAEL MONTES:

PREVIOUS
PUBLISHERS:

”Montes is as daring a novelist as Stephen

Brazil | Companhia das Letras
Czech Republic | Albatros
Denmark | Gyldendal
France | Editions du Masque
French Canada | Hurtubise
Germany | Blanvalet
Holland | Cargo/De Bezige Bij
Italy | Einaudi
Norway | Cappelen Dam
Poland | Filia
Portugal | Objectiva
Spain | Penguin Random House
Taiwan | Fantasy
Turkey | Dogan
US | Penguin Press
UK | Harvill Secker

King, Chuck Palahniuk, Agatha Christie and
Patricia Highsmith.”

— CHICAGO TRIBUNE

“Within [Perfect Days], the themes of control
Thriller / 280 pages

vs. free will, of love vs. hate, are tossed

Material: manuscript in Portuguese, partial in English

together in the pressure cooker of 250 plus

Publication: Spring 2019

pages. The story will stay with you long after

@raphael_montes

you’ve put it down.”
			

A stunning new psychological thriller from
the Brazilian bestselling author.
When Victoria's terrible past resurfaces, she knows
there are only three people she can trust.
The problem? One of them is a killer.

— DEAD GOOD BOOKS

“Raphael is an author who masterfully controls tension
during the narrative... [Perfect Days] has an electrifying
pace, full of shocking and macabre twists and turns.”
— THE GUARDIAN

Victoria Bravo was four years old when a man broke into her home and stabbed
her family to death. The sole survivor, she is now a shy, solitary young woman
in Rio, with recurring nightmares and serious relationship issues.
But when the past comes knocking on her door, Victoria is forced to face her
own personal tragedy and embark on a voyage that throws open her own
darkest recesses, but also the possibility of a new beginning.

A Woman in the Dark reinforces Raphael Montes's status
as one of the world's most original young suspense writers.

RAPHAEL MONTES was born in Rio de Janeiro in 1990.
A lawyer and a writer, his novels include Roulette, Perfect
Days, The Village and Secret Dinner. His four novels are
currently being adapted for film by RT Features (Call Me

PUBLISHER: Brazil (Companhia das Letras).
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By Your Name). Raphael regularly writes screenplays for
film and television.
- 13 -

Nataël Trapp

When Leo walks in, he sees Jessica in the crowd. Jessica comes towards him

IN BETWEEN
DAYS

and starts mocking him mercilessly, humiliating him in front of everyone.
Leo wakes up the next morning, relieved to find that he has returned to the
present – but his respite does not last long. For every other day he will wake
up in the body of someone new, thirty years in the past. It becomes clear
that Jessica was a complex character, far from angelic, and that many people
could have wanted to kill her. In the countdown to the party, every day will

Young Adult Crossover / 250 pages
Material: manuscript in French, partial in English
Publication: October 2019

bring another clue, edging Leo towards the culprit.
But on day 7, the morning of the party, Leo wakes up in the body of Jessica.
He knows that he – she – is to be murdered. He still doesn’t know who the

In Nataël Trapp’s brilliant, page-turning novel, the
philosophical question of “free will versus destiny”
takes on a gripping, life-or-death urgency.
Leo is a film-loving, solitary seventeen-year-old, leading an uneventful life in a
nondescript French town. He has little to look forward to except for the endof-year school party that will take place in seven days’ time.
Like everyone at school, Leo notices the posters that are being hung on
the walls to commemorate Jessica Stein. In 1988, Jessica was murdered on
the night of the end-of-year school party, her murderer never found. The
posters show the face of a beautiful, angelic-looking girl with the caption
“#thirtyyearsago”.
When Leo wakes up the next morning, he doesn’t understand what has
happened: he doesn’t recognize his bedroom – or his face when he looks in
the mirror. He has woken up in the body of someone else – a plump, sullen
seventeen-year-old named Daniel Marcuso. The year is 1988, and in seven
days there will be the end-of-year school party.

killer is. More importantly: he doesn’t know if he can intervene and change
the course of fate.
To what extent are we free? To what extent are we bound by the mirror of
destiny?

“In less than an hour, I will be dead.
It's almost midnight, and I've done everything in my power
– everything – not to end up here, in this place, at this time.
The shadowy lake rippling in front of me, the pine trees
shuddering in the wind, the stars scattered across the sky:
they're all proof that I've failed.
Every second I expect to hear a soft footstep in the pine
needles, the snap of a branch, some indication that I'm not
alone. That I'm being watched.
I'm going to die – and the worst part is, it won't be for the
first time.“
NATAËL TRAPP was born in 1982 and never quite recovered from it. He likes

Leo leaves the house – Daniel’s house – and heads into town, towards a café.

walks in the mountains, metaphysics and stories with happy endings. He lives

PUBLISHER: France (Robert Laffont/Versilio).

in France with his partner and their three children.
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DIANE DUCRET

WALK OF THE
FLAMINGO

ALICE O'KEEFFE

ON THE UP
Fiction / 250 pages

Fiction / 192 pages
Material: copies in French, manuscript in English
Publication: February 2018

Material: manuscript in English
Publication: November 2019
 @AliceOKeeffe

In turns hilarious and poignant, this novel
explores a powerful, impossible, unforgettable
love between a mother and her daughter.

”By reading Style magazine, I was training myself not
to want things. It was going quite well. I had already
found that I did not want a diamond-encrusted necklace
in the shape of a pineapple. I was still working on not
wanting a fitted farmhouse kitchen in warm wood.”

Enaid is standing on a street in Gdansk when her telephone rings and her
boyfriend dumps her. She can’t help finding his pathetic, clichéd explanations
funny, but then her phone rings again. This time it’s a call from a hospital in
Paris and Enaid hears the weak voice of a stranger telling her that they’re
about to die.

Sylvia lives in a small flat on a council estate with her not-quite-husband and
their two children. But she has grand plans: she grew up in a terraced house
on a leafy street, and she's determined that her kids will do the same.

The woman on the other end of the phone is none other than Enaid’s mother
– who abandoned Enaid when she was a little girl. During her upbringing,
awkward silences always surrounded her mother – there were rumors that she
was beautiful, that she was crazy, that she was a stripper.

It’s not ideal that she is about to lose her job, or that her partner will never
earn more than minimum wage. Meanwhile, the council is eyeing up their
estate for redevelopment. But somehow, Sylvia is sure that she can get things
back on track.

Enaid has been searching to fill the gaping whole that her mother’s absence
created inside her ever since she could remember. But now that she has a
chance to be reunited with her, she has no idea what to do.

Warm, witty, and brilliantly observed, On the Up is about relationships and

DIANE DUCRET is a best-selling novelist and essayist. Her books include
Wives of Dictators (Perrin, 2011), translated into twenty-one languages, and
The Ideal Man Exists… (Albin Michel, 2015).
PUBLISHER: France (Flammarion).

community, and whether not-quite-perfect might be enough.
ALICE O'KEEFFE is a freelance writer and journalist. She was deputy editor of
the Guardian’s Saturday Review section, and writes book reviews, interviews
and features for the Guardian, Observer and New Statesman.
PUBLISHER: World English (Hodder & Stoughton).
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Sophie Divry

PRAISE FOR THE END OF THE WORLD THREE TIMES OVER:

THE END OF THE
WORLD THREE
TIMES OVER

“Extremely powerful.”
— OUEST FRANCE

“Spanning across registers and points of view, by turns precise and raw,
Sophie Divry's writing unspools bit by bit, mapping out the contours of this

Literary Fiction / 240 pages

post-apocalyptic world.”					

— LIRE

Material: copies in French
Publication: September 2018

“Sophie Divry is an ambitious and generous pioneer, and this novel takes us
on an important journey.”					

— L'EXPRESS

A radiant dystopia... Without a doubt her most
poetic and stylistically layered novel yet.
—LE MONDE

After a robbery with his brother goes wrong, Joseph Kamal is thrown into
prison. As guards and inmates violently clash around him, the young man tries

“In this novel, both bleak and radiant, Sophie Divry magnificently examines our
relationship with others and with nature... Divry crafts rich, poetic pages on our
link with nature, offering moments of grace and brief, striking epiphanies.”
		

					

— LE COURRIER

to adapt to his new surroundings, wishing for this nightmare to end…
A massive cataclysm changes everything, allowing him to escape the hellish
situation as he flees towards a life of Robinson Crusoe-like solitude on a farm
in the prohibited zone. But, even when the alternative is dire, can a man really
be an island unto himself?
Driven by unwavering tension and remarkable lyricism, this groundbreaking
novel peels back the psychological layers of devastating loss and self-renewal.

“Is communion with nature enough for happiness, or do we need the presence
of another? This raw and sensual Robinsonade gives the answer.”		
						

SOPHIE DIVRY is the author of five
novels. Her books have been translated
into English, Spanish, Swedish, Italian

Longlisted for the Prix Wepler and the FNAC Prize

and German and are being adapted to
film and TV. La Condition Pavillonnaire
won the Prix Wepler’s Special Mention.

PUBLISHER: France (Notabilia).
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— LE NOUVEL OBS

Louisa Hall

LONGLISTED FOR THE 2019 INTERNATIONAL
DYLAN THOMAS PRIZE

TRINITY

PRAISE FOR TRINITY:

“With beautiful specificity and nuance, Hall interrogates
such major issues as ethics in scientific discovery and
breaching the chasm between public and private selves.“

Literary Fiction / 300 pages

— VANITY FAIR, ”THIS FALL'S BEST FICTION”

Material: copies in English
Publication: October 2018

“A dizzying, kaleidoscopic marvel of a book, and a beautiful reflection on the

www.louisahall.net

impossibility of creating a truly accurate narrative of any person’s life.”		

In the vein of Coetzee’s Summertime or W.G. Sebald’s
The Emigrants, Trinity revisits the life of scientist
Robert Oppenheimer as narrated by seven fictional
characters who claim to have known him.
J. Robert Oppenheimer was a brilliant scientist, a champion of liberal causes,
and a complex and often contradictory character. He loyally protected his
Communist friends, only to later betray them under questioning. He repeatedly

					

— TEXAS OBSERVER

“Hall excels at creating distinct characters whose voices illuminate their own
lives and challenges, as well as the historical period that saw Oppenheimer’s fall
from grace.” 						

— PUBLISHERS WEEKLY

lied about love affairs. And he defended the use of the atomic bomb he

“Explores themes of guilt and betrayal as well as the fallout from lies and self-

helped create, before ultimately lobbying against nuclear proliferation.

delusion−in the process bringing Oppenheimer, an often aloof, conflicted

Through narratives that cross time and space, a set of characters bears witness
to his life, from a secret service agent who tailed him in San Francisco, to

man, to vivid life.… Lushly written, this is an ambitious, unsettling novel that
takes on big issues in a passionate, personal way.”

a colleague’s young lover in Los Alamos, to a woman fleeing McCarthyism.
All consider his complicated legacy while also uncovering deep and often

LOUISA HALL grew up in Philadelphia. After graduating

unsettling truths about their own lives.

from Harvard, she played squash professionally. She

In this stunning, elliptical novel, Hall crafts a breathtaking story about the
ability of the human mind to believe what it wants. Blending science, fiction,
and biography, Trinity asks what it means to truly know someone.

is the author of the novels Speak and The Carriage
House, and her poems have been published in The New
Republic, Southwest Review, and other journals.

PUBLISHERS: France (Gallimard), Italy (Mondadori), UK (Corsair),NA (Ecco).
- 20 -
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— KIRKUS REVIEWS

Violaine Huisman

PRAISE FOR FUGITIVE:

FUGITIVE

”Violaine Huisman unfurls memories, facts and family myths… It’s poignant,
terribly alive… The grit Huisman has in retelling her story, both as a young girl
and as a writer, is as beautiful as it is brave… Dignified and devastating, the
book is a superb monument to a woman who spent her whole life in flight.”
— LE MONDE

Literary Fiction / 250 pages

“A sparkling debut. Any sadness in the telling is countered by the panache
and surprise of the writing infused in these pages. Love wins out in a life of
struggle – the struggle of a monarch without a kingdom.”
— ELLE

Material: copies in French
Publication: January 2018

“A poignant autobiographical first novel... a strikingly beautiful work.”

Winner of Prix Françoise Sagan, Prix Marie
Claire, Prince Pierre de Monaco Fellowship.

“She kindles a fire without being blinded by the violence of its flames
or sucked in by its twisted beauty... Literature needs this desperately:
heroes, but even more so, heroines... Highly and warmly recommended.”
— FRANCE INTER

A portrait of a beautiful, passionate, and mercurial Parisian woman.
Huisman’s striking and assured prose reveals the layers of a singular heroine

— RTL

“Hypnotic and searching.”					

— LA VIE

heartbreaking, and bitingly funny.

“An intelligent, rich debut.”					

— LIBERATION

“I’d hesitate to describe my lovers as men. Not out of ambivalence
about my sexual orientation (decidedly straight: I like coercive
sex, abrasive cheeks, pungent smells, the way they size you up
and take up too much space inside, hands over yours), but rather
because men belonged to her. Men were my mother's domain.
Even if some of her conquests were closer to my age than hers,
and vice-versa, I never graduated from boys.”

“An emphatically gripping debut.”			

– mother, lover, frontline feminist – in a literary novel that is by turns shrewd,

“A magnificent ode. Her prose abounds with literary force.”

VIOLAINE HUISMAN was born in Paris in 1979 and
has lived and worked in New York for the past twenty
years, most recently organizing the Brooklyn Academy

A stunning debut.

of Music’s literary series. Her translations into French

PUBLISHERS: France (Gallimard), Germany (Fischer), Holland (De Geus), Italy

include David Grann’s True Crime and Ben Lerner’s The

(Bompiani), Spain (Hoja de Lata), UK (Virago), NA (Scribner).

Hatred of Poetry.
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— LIVRES HEBDO
— LE POINT

Baptiste Touverey

PRAISE FOR CONSTANTINOPLE:

CONSTANTINOPLE

“Constantinople is expansive, ambitious, and addictive. The reader plunges
delightfully into the start of the seventh century, but with the strange
feeling that the events of the past resonate today. Though a historical
novel, Constantinople shares its style with the best shows on television.”
— LE FIGARO

Fiction / 400 pages
Material: copies in French, partial in English
Publication: February 2018

“Driven by a stunning novelistic force, played out by fiery historical characters,
this book reads like a suspense novel up until the final page. A universal novel
which provides insight into human nature.”

— RFI

“Baptiste Touverey has created an ambitious epic, managing to interweave

Rome meets House of Cards in a gripping
story of power, love, and betrayal.
7th century A.D.: as the Roman Empire falls into ruin, Constantinople remains
the impregnable and thriving hub of power and ambition. Armies mass on the
horizon, spies creep in the shadows, and charioteers risk life and limb on the
racecourse.
Amidst the decadence and instability, two rebel soldiers, Nicetas and
Heraclius, are on a mission fraught with mystery to overthrow the traitorous

the historical and the human. The deeply suspenseful saga combines
Machiavellian plots and Cornelian love stories with the punch of an adventure
novel. The result is part Gladiator, part House of Cards.”

“Power can break down any ethical barriers—so the story goes in this epic
novel, written at a rapid-fire pace with great emotion.”

plot that will leave you breathless.”

— LA RAZON

also win a young woman's heart.

backdrop, this is a modern, stunning, and enthralling debut.

“Superb. Constantinople wraps readers up in a dream.”
— FRANCE INTER

BAPTISTE TOUVEREY is a journalist who writes
for Books Magazine, Vanity Fair and the Journal du
Dimanche. He has translated several works by Stefan
Zweig. Constantinople is his first novel.

PUBLISHERS: France (Robert Laffont/Versilio), Spain (Grijalbo).
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— DEVIAJES

“Intrigue, betrayal, love, power, and greed collide in a fast-paced, Machiavellian

emperor. But to take his place, they not only need to win a battle, they must

Rife with power struggles, betrayals, and conspiracies set against a historical

— FIGARO MAGAZINE
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Danielle Thiéry

Andrea Carter

SEX DOLLS

MURDER AT

GREYSBRIDGE

Thriller / 350 pages

Mystery / 300 pages
TH R I LLE R

Material: manuscript in French

Material: copies in English

Publication: May 2019

Publication: October 2017

 Danielle Thiery Auteur

Flammarion

A series of grisly murders in the name of human perfection.
In Paris, controversy roils around the opening of a new brothel, half of whose

 @andysaibhcarter

“Haunting, atmospheric, and gripping. One of the
finest Irish mystery debuts of recent years. Tana French
has some serious competition.” — JOHN CONNOLLY

call girls are silicone dolls. The owner, a young entrepreneur seeking to be

Soon to be adapted for television.

a trailblazer in the sex market, didn’t expect the violent reactions his startup has triggered…especially when he finds one of his “girls” butchered and

Summer has arrived in Inishowen, and solicitor Ben O’Keeffe is sorely tempted

hanging by her neck in one of the rooms.

by a job offer from an American law firm. But before making any life-changing

The case appears to be connected to a series of grisly murders that has been
haunting police chief Marion – three women found mutilated, their body parts
replaced with silicone ones.

decisions, she has her assistant Leah’s wedding to attend at the newly restored
Greysbridge Hotel, with its private beach and beautiful pier. It’s the perfect
location, but the festivities are brutally cut short when a young American
staying at the hotel drowns in full view of the wedding guests.

From Paris to Lyon, and even as far as Japan, Marion hunts relentlessly for
Doctor X, determined not to give up on this fresh lead.

When a second death is discovered the same evening, Ben finds herself
embroiled in a real country house mystery, where all the guests are suspects...

DANIELLE THIÉRY writes thrillers that draw upon her illustrious career as the

ANDREA CARTER worked as a solicitor on the Inishowen Peninsula where she

first female Chief Superintendent in French police history, shining a spotlight

ran the most northerly solicitor’s practice in the country. The books are being

on those investigating some of humanity’s darkest crimes. She is the winner

adapted into a TV series called The Inishowen Mysteries by Zanzibar and Hold

of the prestigious Quai des Orfèvres prize.

the Page.
PUBLISHERS: Germany (Goldmann), UK (Constable/Little, Brown), NA (Ocean-

PUBLISHER: France (Flammarion/Versilio).
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view), Film/TV (Zanzibar).
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ELI ANDERSON

PRAISE FOR ELI ANDERSON:

MILA HUNT

“Eli Anderson, the modern day Jules Verne....Oscar Pill
is absolutely fascinating! A spellbinding intrigue.”
					

— ELLE

“A charming and powerful book… A unique story, an enthralling page-turner

Young Adult Fiction / 600 pages

whose originality and humor will definitely hook its readers.”

Material: copies in French

— TELERAMA

Publication: February 2019

“Incredibly original, Eli Anderson’s fantastic young adult saga is as
enthralling as those of J.K. Rowling, Philip Pullman, or Alison Goodman.”

— 24 HEURES

What if you could make people do whatever you wanted?
Mila, 17, lives in the Center, far from the misery and danger of the Periphery −
a lawless territory where no one dares to wander. She has a dark secret: she

“Oscar Pill is full of fascinating adventures that take place in a rich and
mysterious universe.”

— METRO BELGIQUE

possesses the power to make those around her do whatever she wants. She's
sworn to herself that she will never, ever use it.
But when she's kidnapped and blackmailed by the Center's secret police, she
no longer has a choice. She will have to infiltrate the Periphery and use her
terrible power to take down their leaders.

“Breathtaking. The novel takes us on a journey full of mystery and surprises.”

— STAR

“The adventures of Oscar Pill, a sort of ‘Indiana Jones inside the human
body’, are fun, moving, and full of suspense! ”

However, she discovers that the Periphery is far from the sinister ghetto they
warned her about. It's a hidden world where teenagers are in charge...

ELI ANDERSON studied medicine in France, Denmark,
and Canada. He wrote his doctoral dissertation in
pediatric psychology on the significance of illness for
children. His experience working with children mixed
with his passion for writing led him to write Oscar Pill,
which was sold in 18 territories and to film.

PUBLISHER: France (Albin Michel/Versilio).
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— ELLE (SWITZERLAND)

NON-FICTION

Tom Mustill

he made about it as a starting point, Tom will explore how close we really are

HOW TO SPEAK
WHALE

to communicating with another species, and, if we were to make meaningful
contact, what the consequences of such an altered coexistence might be.

Narrative Non-Fiction /Science / 250 pages
Material: proposal in English
grippingfilms.co.uk

In 2015 wildlife filmmaker Tom Mustill was
whale watching when a humpback breached
onto his kayak and nearly killed him...
A video clip of the event went viral, and Tom found himself inundated with
theories about what happened and other bizarre whale stories. He became
obsessed with trying to find out what the whale had been thinking. He wished
he could just ask it. In the process of making a film about his experience, he
discovered that might not be such a crazy idea.
Developments in natural science and AI mean that we are closer than ever
to genuinely talking to animals. Scientists and start-ups across Silicon Valley
and beyond are working to turn the fantasy of Dr Doolittle into a reality, using
powerful new technologies to try to decode the languages of animals. And
whales, with their giant mammalian brains and sophisticated languages, offer
the most realistic opportunity to do so. But what would the consequences

TOM MUSTILL studied Natural Sciences at Cambridge, before becoming

of such human-animal interaction be? We’d open a Pandora’s Box that could

a conservation biologist and then a wildlife filmmaker. His films have won

never be closed.

numerous awards and been played to the United Nations and European

How to Speak Whale is a lively, wide-ranging and personal investigative journey
that will take in cutting edge animal science, AI, ethics, moral philosophy, law,
neuroscience, ecology and more. Using the whale landing on him and the film
- 32 -

Parliament. His most recent film: Humpback Whales: A Detective Story (BBC
2 and PBS Nature, spring 2019) is described as "intriguing, exciting and
ultimately uplifting" by The Telegraph. Tom has written for The Literary Review
and The Junket.
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Anne Berest, Audrey Diwan,
Caroline de Maigret, Sophie Mas

OLDER BUT BETTER,
BUT OLDER
Humor/Illustrated / 250 pages
Material: manuscript in English
Publication: 2019

You know things aren’t what they used to be…

PRAISE FOR THE INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER
HOW TO BE PARISIAN WHEREVER YOU ARE:

When you wake up feeling great and everyone tells you how tired you look….

Copyright © 2015
by The New York Times

When you go to see the dermatologist to have a mole checked and he asks

THE NEW YORK TIME

where you want the Botox…. When you can guess from his personality what

“Four whip-smart, successful French women poke fun at the stereotypes

kind of a lover he is… When the president of France is younger than you…

of the ‘Parisienne’ and give genuine beauty and lifestyle tips, recipes, and

Fashion, Manners and

fashion dos and don’ts. A witty, wise, and often tongue-in-cheek delivery.”

In Older but Better, but Older, the authors of the international bestseller How

— PUBLISHERS WEEKLY

to Be Parisian address with mischievous humor and a keen eye for detail the
trials and tribulations of hurtling towards forty and then some. Neuroses vs.

“Told in a concise and a playful manner. . . The book decodes the myth of
THIS

MONTH
and
Parisian
womenFashion,
in a way, butManners
it keeps intact
theCustoms
irresistible charm and unique

confidence… resistance vs. acceptance… passion vs. serenity... through these
spirited short stories they capture all the different stages of aging − as a

sex appeal that they all possess.”

1

nostalgic but modern Parisian woman.
© 2015
Copyright Copyright
© 2015
byYork
The New
by The New
TimesYork Times

From the privately absurd to the
strangely

universal,

covering

THE

			

— VANITY FAIR

THE EVERYDAY SUPERMODEL, by Molly Sims. (Dey Street)
A practical guide to grooming and cosmetics, hair styles and
wardrobe choices that flatter, and strategies to combat the signs
February
2015 22, 2015
NEW
THE
YORK
NEWofTIMES
YORK
BOOK RE
BOOK
VIEW
REVIEW February 22,
aging. TIMES

2

HOW TO BE PARISIAN WHEREVER YOU ARE, by Anne Berest,
Audrey Diwan, Caroline de Maigret and Sophie Mas. (Doubleday)
Four Frenchwomen proffer insights on style, culture and romance.

Fashion,
Fashion,
Manners
Manners
and
Customs
and
Customs
Best
Best
Sellers
Sellers
3

subjects as diverse as style,
attitude, relationships and hangups, this book captures moments
of everyday life that will make the

THIS
MONTH

reader nod, cringe and laugh out
loud.
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M

1

1

1

1

EMPIRE OF COTTON, by Sven Beckert. (Knopf.) The history of
the fabric of the garment you are likely wearing right now and its
PUBLISHERS: ANZ
(Random
House
Australia),
Chinathat
(Shanghai
99), Czech
THIS
dominance
global
commodity
modern
THIS as a coveted
THIS
Fashion,
Fashion,
MannersManners
anddrives
Customs
and
Customs
ExtendedExte
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Fashion, Fashion,
MannersManners
and Customs
and Customs
MONTH
MONTH
capitalism.

1

Republic (Jota), Germany (btb), Holland (Atlas Contact), Japan (Hayakawa),

1

THE EVERYDAY
THESUPERMODEL,
EVERYDAY SUPERMODEL,
by Molly Sims.
by(Dey
MollyStreet)
Sims. (Dey Street)
by Rhonda Mastering
K.by
Garelick.
Rhonda(Random
K. Garelick.
MAKE UP, by Michelle
Phan.MADEMOISELLE,
(Harmony)
the
art House)
of (Random House)
Taiwan
(Ping's
Publications),
UKMADEMOISELLE,
(Ebury),
NA
(Knopf/Doubleday).
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andhair
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of aging.
of aging.
HEALTHY HAPPY
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SEXY,HAPPY
by Katie
SEXY,
Silcox.
by (Atria
Katie Silcox.
Books) (Atria Books)
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HOW TO TIE A SCARF, -by
Style. (Potter Style/Crown)
ways to fold silk squares, homemade knits and

ELEMENTS OF
ELEMENTS
STYLE, byOF
Erin
STYLE,
Gates.by(Simon
Erin Gates.
& Schuster)
(Simon & Schuster)
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Stefania Rousselle

AMOUR

”I want to love one person. I think I have waited for too long, now.
I'm afraid to fail.
Most of the time, I am happy. I am sad in the evenings. It's sad
to be alone; it would be nice to go to sleep and wake up next to
somebody and be like, 'Good morning, it's gray outside.'”

Illustrated / 200 pages

— PHILLIP, 24

Material: proposal in English
Publication: Spring 2020

Amour is a visual poem, a quest to understand the
universality of love through the testimonies of the
women and men Stefania met on the road.
Award-winning journalist and filmmaker Stefania Rousselle had been covering
terrorist attacks, sexual slavery, and the rise of extremism in Europe. Her faith
in humanity was shaken. To survive, she needed to renew her faith in love.
She set out on a road trip across the country, going door to door, or as she
puts it, ”heart to heart”. She met people of all ages, sleeping at their homes
in agricultural towns and industrial cities, asking the one question everyone
wants to know the answer to: ”What is love?”

”At the time, there were no mixed couples in Dunkirk. My
mother rejected me and wanted to send me to a correctional
facility. So I left home with nothing, just my purse. We've loved
each other for 53 years. And now people fight to get into the
Caribbean nights we organize!”
— ANDREE, 70

Started on Instagram, picked up by the The New York Times and later
transformed into a series for Le Monde, the result is an unfiltered plunge into
our most intimate feelings.

STEFANIA ROUSSELLE is an independent French-

From a baker in Normandy to a shepherd in the Pyrénées, from an undertaker
in Nouvelle-Aquitaine to a mailwoman in the Alps, from domestic violence to
new beginnings, Amour is a treasure, a bearer of hope.

American video journalist and documentary filmmaker
based in Paris, France. Her team with the The New
York Times was a finalist for the 2016 Pulitzer Prize for
international reporting for their coverage of the Islamic
State. She graduated from Paris-Sorbonne University,

PUBLISHERS: NA (Penguin Press), UK (Viking).
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and taught at the UC Berkeley Graduate School of
Journalism.
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MARIE ROBERT

PRAISE FOR WHEN YOU KANT FIGURE IT OUT, ASK A PHILOSOPHER:

THERE'S NO LIMIT
TO WHAT YOU
CAMUS

“Makes us happy... a charming guide to better living.”
						
— ELLE
“Scholarly and fun.”

— VOICI

“Very well-executed.”
Philosophy / 200 pages

— LE PARISIEN

“A charming book. Daring, funny and intelligent.”

— TELE 7 JOURS

Material: French proofs available

“A delight. Leaves you immediately wanting more.”

Publication: April 2019

“Charming and convincing.”

In There's No Limit to What You Camus, Marie Robert
returns with this lively and entertaining proof that the
(French) philosophers still have plenty left to teach us...

— GRAZIA
— LE TEMPS

Kant, Spinoza, and Plato walk into a bar... Imagine
they've come to talk over some of life's big (and notso-big) challenges. How can Kant comfort you when

How can you stay patient with your hyperactive kids? Find a way to work with

you get dumped via text message? How can Aristotle

your tyrannical boss? Survive embarrassing yourself in public? How can you

cure your hangover? And how can Heidegger help

get over your shyness, your fear of taking risks?

you deal with the death of your dog?

With twelve highly relatable examples, Marie Robert brings us right to the

In Marie Robert's delightful first book, the greatest

heart of our emotions and introduces twelve new philosophers to help us

Western philosophers jump down from the bookshelf

overcome our fears and the daily challenges of modern life. From Camus to

to help us face and make light of some of the daily

Foucault, from Sartre to Beauvoir, from Montaigne to Descartes, Marie Robert

challenges of modern life.

shines the spotlight on French philosophy in this witty, indispensable book
that will change your life for the better.
PREVIOUS PUBLISHERS: ANZ (Penguin Random House), France (Flammarion/
Versilio), Germany (Mosaik/Goldmann), Holland (Balans), Japan (Futabasha),
Korea (Dongyangbooks), Poland (Foksal), Romania (Baroque), Spain (Ariel),
Taiwan (Athena Press), Turkey (Ayriksi Yayinlari), UK (Scribe), US (Little, Brown),
Vietnam (Tre).

MARIE

ROBERT holds degrees in French and

philosophy; she is a teacher and co-founder of two
Montessori schools. Her first book, When You Kant
Figure It Out, Ask a Philosopher, has been translated
into thirteen languages.

PUBLISHER: France (Flammarion/Versilio).
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Fabrice Midal

PRAISE FOR FABRICE MIDAL:

A MORAL TREATISE ON
GETTING OVER BULLSH*T

“With conviction and clarity, Fabrice Midal shows us how to make a lasting
place in our hearts for generous Love.”			

— CHRISTOPHE ANDRÉ

“A joyful plea, a call to reaffirm our inner freedom in spite of other

(AND LIVING A BETTER LIFE)

demands.”		

					

— ELLE

Non-Fiction / 180 pages

“Fabrice Midal's book is powerful, yet playful, challenging and at the same

Material: copies in French

time comforting. It can transform the way you look at your life as a whole, and

Publication: January 2019

the way you live this moment.“				

www.fabricemidal.com

— TAL BEN-SHAHAR

“Author Midal suggests you stop obeying (you are intelligent), stop holding
yourself back and stop forcing yourself to do things you don’t want to do…

The bestselling author of The French Art of Not
Giving a Sh*t is back with an inspiring guide on
how to deal with life's everyday problems.

instead, it’s about living your life and just being…the rest will follow no matter
what life throws at you.”				
5.625 × 8.5

12.5mm

SPINE: 1

B FORMAT – 129mmx198mm

It’s time to stop giving a sh*t!

T HE

SPECIALS

Get the Gloss

An international bestseller (now in English for the first time), The French Art
of Not Giving a Sh*t by Fabrice Midal gives readers permission to:

It’s time to give yourself a break!

* Stop obeying—you are intelligent

choices in life are defiance or surrender, Fabrice Midal offers a third and more

T H E I N T E R N AT I O N A L B E S T S E L L*EStop
R being calm—be at peaceSTOCK

You’ve been bossing yourself around for too long. Where has it
gotten you? Maybe it’s time you follow the example of the French
and let it go. Allow yourself to be angry, be tired, be silly,
be passionate – to give yourself a break, and just simply be.

meaningful path: calmly and creatively making it happen.

‘Powerful, yet playful, challenging
and at the same time comforting . . . it can
transform the way you look at your life’
Tal Ben-Shahar, New York Times bestselling author

Coated Stock

FAB RICE MIDAL

Fabrice Midal offers us a new solution to the perennial problem of
our too-much, too-fast modern life. It’s OK, he urges us, to say no.
It’s fine to quit the things that don’t fulfill you. It’s necessary, in fact,
to give yourself a break and say, simply, c’est la vie.

* Stop wanting to be perfect—accept life’s storms

The French Art
of
Letting Go

* Stop rationalizing—let things be
* Stop being ashamed—be vulnerable

One of the world’s leading teachers of meditation and mindfulness, Midal
offers us a new solution to the perennial problem of our too-much, too-fast
modern life. It’s OK, he urges us, to say no. It’s fine to quit the things that
don’t fulfill you. It’s necessary, in fact, OTHER
to give yourself
a break and say, simply,
INSTRUCTIONS
c’est la vie.

FAB RICE MIDAL

FA B R I C E M I D A L has a PhD in philosophy from the University of Paris,

is the founder of The Western School of Meditation, and is the author of sevFounder of the Western School of Meditation
eral bestselling books.

ALSO AVAILABLE AS AN EBOOK AND FROM
Cover design by Amanda Kain

In a culture obsessed with the relentless quest for happiness, Midal reminds

ELLE
9
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www.orionbooks.co.uk
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us of the importance of embracing our emotions, positive and negative. From

‘A joyful plea’
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FA B R I C E M I D A L

Stop stressing. Try yoga. Be calm. Be fulfilled—and that’s an order! You’ve
Matt Lamination
been bossing yourself around for too long. Where has it gotten you? Maybe
Spot UV
it’s time you take a page from the French
and give yourself a break. Allow
yourself to be angry, be tired, be silly, be passionate—to stop giving a shit, and
just simply be.

Evening Standard

The French Art of Not Giving a Sh*t

Fight or flight. Giving it your all or giving it all up. When it seems your only

IN T ERN AT ION AL

BE S T SELLER

CMYK

‘All the talk of Paris’
‘A roadmap for avoiding the perils of perfectionism’

— EMERALD STREET

FLAPS: 0

MMP

4

Best-seller na França,
cinco meses na lista
dos mais vendidos

Fabrice Midal

2. Pare de obedecer

Die innere Ruhe
KANN MICH MAL

Não se estresse, largue o celular, faça ioga, cultive o bem, sorria.
Nos torturamos o tempo todo para fazer melhor, agir certo, ser

politicamente correto. São tantas as obrigações que sempre achamos

French Art
of Not

que estamos “devendo”. Autor do best-seller A arte francesa de mandar

5. Pare de reprimir-se
DESEJE!

nos estimula a parar de sentir culpa e nos encoraja a se livrar das obrigações
que nós nos impomos. Dê um tempo para si mesmo: esta é, segundo

o filósofo francês, que também é um grande especialista em meditação,
a chave para encontrar a verdadeira paz de espírito.

é considerado internacionalmente
Autor de vários livros, viaja o mundo
dando palestras sobre meditação.

“A chave para a meditação? Comece lendo este livro e clareando
a sua mente” Jornal Le Figaro

tempo para si mesmo – talvez seja a mais radical resolução
de ano novo.” Revista Elle

Meditation radikal anders

divertido. É desafiador e, ao mesmo tempo, reconfortante. Este livro
pode transformar o jeito que você encara a sua vida como um todo,
e a maneira como você vive cada momento” Tal Ben-Shahar, professor de

8. Pare de querer ser perfeito
ACEITE AS ADVERSIDADES

DESCUBRA O PODER DA IGNORÂNCIA
10. Pare de racionalizar
RELAXE

13. Pare de se torturar

premium

F OU N DE R OF T H E W E ST E R N S C HO OL OF M E DI TAT ION

Cover © 2017 Hachette Book Group, Inc. | Printed in the U.S.A.

10/04/2018 11:39

NEVER RESCALE LOGO (it’s designed to align perfectly on ALL book formats).
Set in either black or white. DO expand the widths of the lines to be flush from the RHS of spine to the back
cover bleed. For spines under 10mm, the logo can move to the back cover.

University of Paris. The founder of The Western School of
Meditation and author of several bestsellers, he is one of
France’s leading teachers of dharma and meditation. He
travels around the world to give conferences.

LA (Paidos), UK (Orion), NA (Hachette Books).
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12. Pare de sentir vergonha
SEJA VULNERÁVEL

SEJA O SEU MELHOR AMIGO

_

FA B R I C E M I DA L

SEJA VOCÊ MESMO

Psicologia da Universidade de Harvard, cujos cursos sobre felicidade estão entre os mais
concorridos da instituição americana

FABRICE MIDAL has a PhD in philosophy from the
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7. Pare de ser consciente
SEJA PRESENTE

11. Pare de se comparar com os outros

Cut the Crap and Live Your Life

“A arte francesa de mandar tudo à merda é convincente, mas também

toolkit for a better life, no matter the obstacles in our way.

(VAGA), Poland (Foksal), Romania (Curtea Veche), Serbia (Evro Book), Spain/

6. Pare de ser passivo
SAIBA ESPERAR

9. Pare de procurar compreender tudo
“Fabrice Midal faz um apelo contra a tirania do perfeccionismo
e a severidade da sociedade moderna. O mote deste livro – dê um

Encouraging and intuitive, A Moral Treatise on Getting Over Bullsh*t is a

Germany (dtv), Italy (Newton Compton), Korea (Dongyang Books), Lithuania

Confira
os principais
ensinamentos
de Fabrice
Midal e leia
no livro como
colocá-los em
prática:

FIQUE EM PAZ

à merda, o filósofo Fabrice Midal estourou na Europa pregando justamente

dealt with if we learn to adapt using the resources we already have.

Republic (Metafora), French Canada (Edito), France (Flammarion/Versilio),

SEJA ENTUSIASTA
4. Pare de ser calmo

que está na hora de nos preocuparmos menos com o que se espera de nós –

pela Universidade de Paris. Fundador
da The Western School of Meditation,
como um dos professores do tema.

Giving a Sh*t

3. Pare de ser sábio

e simplesmente ser o que somos. Em 15 capítulos curtos e dinâmicos, Midal
Fabrice Midal é doutor em filosofia

minor obstacles to serious misfortunes, every problem in our lives can be

PREVIOUS PUBLISHERS: ANZ (Allen & Unwin), Brazil (Planeta Brazil), Czech

1. Pare de meditar
NÃO FAÇA NADA

VOCÊ É INTELIGENTE

The

14. Pare de querer amar
SEJA BENEVOLENTE
15. Pare de controlar seus filhos
MEDITAÇÃO NÃO É RITALINA

Ayaan Hirsi Ali

“Until recently, women in Western liberal countries have taken safety in the

HONOR

grown up knowing that to step outside the house without covering my head

streets for granted. As a Somali arriving in The Netherlands in 1992, I had

ISLAM, IMMIGRATION AND WOMEN’S RIGHTS

and body, or walking alone, would make me a target for harassment and
assault… As I acclimatized to life in a Western city, I learned that women’s
rights were radically different from the world I had come from. In the 1990s,

Current Affairs / 250 pages

it looked like the momentum that had brought liberties for Western women

Material: proposal in English

would trickle down to newly arriving immigrants, and then spread out to the

 @AyaanHirsiAli

rest of the world… Yet today it is a tragedy that history is in reverse for women,
and not just immigrant women, all women in the West.”

In an incisive and timely new book, Ayaan Hirsi Ali argues
that immigration and Islam are leading to a significant
setback in women’s rights – not just for immigrants,
but for all women in liberal democracies.

PRAISE FOR AYAAN HIRSI ALI:
“This woman is a major hero of our time.”		

facts to show how the Western world is experiencing a significant setback
in women’s rights. Underscoring the role of religion, demography, conflict,
television, and social media, Hirsi Ali explains that today there is one major
factor causing a decline in women’s safety and independence: massive
immigration from Muslim majority countries with a radically different view of

— RICHARD DAWKINS

“There is no one in a better position to remind us that tolerance of intolerance
is cowardice.”				

In Honor, Ayaan Hirsi Ali weaves together personal testimonies and hard

—AYAAN HIRSI ALI

— SAM HARRIS AND SALMAN RUSHDIE

“Isn’t it extraordinary that it should be a Somali woman who should be the
one to defend with such conviction and passion the culture of freedom.”
				
“Truly a hero of our time.”		

—MARIO VARGAS LLOSA, EL PAIS

			

— POLITICO

the place of women in society. This change is setting back women's rights

AYAAN HIRSI ALI is the bestselling author of Infidel, Nomad, The Caged

alarmingly fast, and in some places, by decades.

Virgin, and Heretic, which have been translated into 38 languages. Born in
Somalia and raised a Muslim, she grew up in Africa and Saudi Arabia before

With extensive research and insight, Hirsi Ali flags this dangerous decline,

seeking asylum in 1992 in the Netherlands, where she went from cleaning

addressing issues ranging from immigration and Islam to the apologetic

factories to winning a seat in the Dutch Parliament. A

multiculturalism of Western liberal democracies. Her message is clear: we

prominent speaker, debater, and journalist, she was chosen

cannot turn a blind eye to violations of women's rights carried out in the name

as one of Time Magazine's “100 Most Influential People in

of religion in our own backyard.

the World.” She is a fellow at Harvard University's John F.
Kennedy School of Government and the founder of the

PUBLISHER: NA (HarperCollins).

AHA Foundation.
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Zarifa Adiba

PLAYING FOR FREEDOM

THE JOURNEY OF A YOUNG AFGHAN VIOLIST
Memoir
Material: partial in English

www.zohra-music.org

The inspirational story of a young woman who risked
everything to follow her passion for music.
According to the UN, Afghanistan is the worst place on the planet to be born

“My name is Zarifa ('cherished one' in Dari), I’m about to conduct
the first and only women’s orchestra from a country ravaged by war
for the past 40 years. I’m wearing high heels and walking on air. We
are here to show the best of what Afghanistan has to offer. We’re
risking our lives, but they’ve been on the line since we played our
very first notes. When we return to Kabul, three of our members will
disappear into their families and be married off, never to be heard
from again. I will also have to resist my family’s attempts to force
me to marry, to get me out of the way. But tonight, I’m not thinking
about the violence we’ll face upon our return. Tomorrow can wait.”

a woman. The effects of Taliban rule can be felt everywhere: women lack
access to basic education, men make all the major decisions, and art and
culture are heavily frowned upon.
Young Zarifa dreamed of studying and becoming a musician. However, many
conservative Muslims – including her family – still see music as a pathway to
sin. Facing daily violence, Zarifa taught herself to play the viola with a piece of
wood, dodged arranged marriages to suitors twice her age, and challenged
traditional ideas of what it means to be an Afghan woman. At eighteen, she
performed in front of world leaders at the World Economic Forum in Davos.
This is a story that takes us into the heart of modern day Kabul, in turns
terrifying and inspiring. It opens our eyes to the plight of women, and the
courage of a young musician who defies the odds with sheer
grit and talent, and refuses to take no for an answer.
ZARIFA ADIBA is the lead violist and co-conductor of
Zohra, Afghanistan's first (and only) all-female orchestra.
She is now attending law school to fight for women's rights
in Afghanistan.
PUBLISHER: France (Robert Laffont / Versilio).
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Stephen P. Williams

PRAISE FOR BLOCKCHAIN: THE NEXT EVERYTHING:

BLOCKCHAIN

THE NEXT EVERYTHING

”Shakespeare famously advised readers to be on watch
for tides in human history. Now we have blockchain.
Stephen Williams has created a remarkable and
remarkably accessible piece of work on one of the most
important topics of our time.”
— Rye Barcott, author of IT HAPPENED ON THE WAY TO WAR

Non-Fiction / 130 pages
Material: copies in English
Publication: March 2019
 @stephenwilliams

Blockchain will change your life. Prepare for the
digital revolution with this highly readable guide
to the newest life-altering technology.
Blockchain technology is rolling through our culture, with no sign of stopping.
Though most associate blockchain with bitcoin, blockchain is expanding from
its roots in cryptocurrency to radically transform staid bastions of world culture
and commerce. Goldman Sachs committed to trading in blockchain-based

“Stephen P. Williams has created a small miracle – a book about blockchain
that helps the rest of us understand what it is, how it works and what the
implications are for the future of our world. By turns poetic, philosophical,
explanatory and provocative, Blockchain: The Next Everything is a must-read
for anyone who has ever wondered what all the hype is about, and why they
should care.“
— TY MONTAGUE, AUTHOR OF TRUE STORY AND FOUNDER OF CO:COLLECTIVE

“An astonishing, illuminating tour of a mind-bending new economic model
− written with the verve and page-turning appeal of a novel. A book for the
nerd but especially for the rest of us scratching our tech-terrified heads. And
− how did he do this? − it's inspiring and fun.”
— PATRICIA HAMPL, AUTHOR OF THE ART OF THE WASTED DAY

securities. BMW, Ford and GM formed a blockchain coalition to develop the
technology for the auto industry. Blockchain is even making waves in the art
world.
And yet, very few people understand how it works − or what's at stake.
Stephen P. Williams renders this impenetrable technology accessible for all
readers in this captivating exploration of blockchain's potential.

“Stephen Williams’ Blockchain: The Next Everything is a must-read for anyone
who wants to understand where the world is headed.”
— HUNTER LOVINS, PRESIDENT AND FOUNDER OF NATURAL CAPITALISM SOLUTIONS

STEPHEN P. WILLIAMS is a journalist and author of
several works of nonfiction. He contributes regularly to
The New York Times, Newsweek, and The Smithsonian
as well as Breaker and Decrypt, two cutting-edge

PUBLISHERS: China (Hangzhou Blue Lion), Holland (Atlas Contact), Korea
(Bookie), UK (Simon & Schuster), NA (Scribner).
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digital magazines about blockchain and the distributed
internet.
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Dr. Gabriel Perlemuter

THE HIDDEN
POWERS OF THE
LIVER

Alexandre Mars

GIVING

PURPOSE IS THE NEW
CURRENCY

Health/Lifestyle / 280 pages
Material: copies in French, partial in English

Philanthropy / 200 pages

Publication: Fall 2018

Material: copies in French and English
Publication: May 2018

In the spirit of Giulia Enders’ Gut, an entertaining and
informative exploration of one of the body’s unsung heroes.
What’s large, reddish-brown, and absolutely necessary for human survival?
The liver. It is the only organ to fully regenerate, and thus the most resilient

“I’m no Mother Teresa. I’m just one of many, appalled by
the world’s injustice. So one day I decided to act on my
convictions and start improving other people’s lives.”

player in the human body. A healthy liver is our best line of defense against

Alexandre Mars, one of The New York Observer’s top 20 philanthropists under

a startling array of illnesses and conditions, from simple fatigue to cirrhosis.

40, takes us to the heart of a new revolution: the revolution of sharing.

In The Hidden Powers of the Liver, internationally renowned expert

Alexandre Mars is not a typical entrepreneur. His successes made front page

Dr. Perlemuter mixes highly readable scientific narrative with crucial knowledge

news − but also made him wonder what the value is of being rich in a world

on how this mysterious organ processes hormones, stockpiles nutrients, filters

where a billion people are living on less than a dollar per day.

out toxins, and keeps the body’s metabolism running. The author addresses
questions like: Why is eating too much fruit bad for the liver? Why is coffee
good for it? How can you take care of your liver − and more importantly,
what’ll happen if you don’t?
DR. GABRIEL PERLEMUTER is a renowned hepatology professor. He is the
head of a research team at France’s National Institute for Health and Medical

By founding Epic, Mars gave meaning to his success. Epic is a movement
which aims to reduce injustices around the world by finding the most
impactful initiatives and funding their social innovation through systematic
giving practices available to everyone. “Our world can’t carry on like this,” he
writes. “We no longer have the choice not to share.”

Research (INSERM) and of the hepato-gastroenterology department at

Mars realizes that the act of giving should be painless, simple and transparent.

Antoine-Béclère University Hospital. He previously coauthored a bestselling

In a world where for many “purpose is the new currency,” Mars tells stories

book on bacteria.

that inspire us to learn how to give, if only a few pennies at a time.

PUBLISHERS: France (Flammarion/Versilio), Italy (Giunti), Poland (Amber), Ro-

PUBLISHERS: France (Flammarion/Versilio), World English (Harper One).

mania (Trei), Russia (Azbooka Atticus).
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L'Officine Universelle Buly

ALUM STONE

AN ATLAS OF
NATURAL BEAUTY

from L’Officine Universelle

was used to stabilize dyes and pigments.
Naturally astringent and antiseptic, it is the
traditional after-shave treatment of barbers.

SOS ALUM BATH
A hand and foot bath to promote clarity
and heal minor aches.

PURIFYING
HAND & FOOT SCRUB
Sandal alert! Feet that are fresh out of
winter or too callused for summer can be
beautified with this weekly scrub.

To clarify and purify water, one can throw

Aluminiferous schist

some alum into it – it is reputed to remove

Is your skin cut and scraped? To calm

impurities. In the Maghreb, mouth ulcers

the damage wrought by gardening and

and other oral ailments are healed by

to purify the skin, to relieve ingrown

In a small bowl, carefully mix one level

gargling some pure water enhanced with

nails before a pedicure, or cleanse the

tablespoon of alum stone powder with two

alum powder. In Morocco, the so-called

wound on your knee after a fall, allow a

teaspoons of argan oil and two drops of

“Roman’s mixture”, which contains alum

large tablespoon of alum stone powder to

geranium essential oil. Gently scrub the

powder, jujube and coarse salt, is said to

dissolve in a small tub filled with warm

feet, their soles, heels and toes with this

ward off the evil eye.

water. Soak your hands or feet in it for

mixture – which, by the way, can also be

about ten minutes, or douse the area that

used as a hand scrub. Finish on the back of

needs to be cleaned, and rinse with clear

your hands and rinse with warm water.

PURITY STONE
ON COLLECTING ALUM STONE

water. After this treatment, which you can
supplement with some lemon if your nails

n its natural state, this veined,

Lifestyle / 250 pages

ALUM-BASED RECIPES

Stone and powder — Origin: Syria

translucent and rather brittle rock is

Traditionally, alum stone is divided, cut

are stained, gently massage half a teaspoon

made up of sulfuric acid, aluminum

and polished by hand into a soft, smooth

of shea butter onto work-weary hands and

oxide and potassium sulfate. Historical

cobble, which can be easily run over

around the nails.

evidence suggests that alunite mines were

the skin of the cheeks, neck and chin.

first exploited in Syria and Egypt, where

There are two types of alum stone – the

the rocks come right up to the surface, as

natural version, which is preferable, and

they do in some parts of Europe, notably

one synthesized from crystallized alunite.

Bohemia and Saxony.

Natural alum stone is translucent, veined
and ribbed. By contrast, the reconstituted

Material: copies in French and English

stone is opaque and homogenous.

TEACHINGS
FROM TIME IMMEMORIAL

“Only stone is innocent.”

THE BENEFITS
The ancient Greek philosopher and

Publication: October 2017

alchemist Theophrastus published a work

The aluminum sulfate and potassium sulfate

entitled “On salt, niter and alum.” Indeed,

that are naturally present in alum stone

alum is a close relative of the famed

have antibacterial and astringent properties

natron, which was used in medicine and

that help tighten the skin’s pores, minimize

for embalming bodies throughout ancient

From the founders of the “most chic
beauty emporium in the world.”

Hegel

sweating, and encourage hemostasis after

Egypt. In the Middle Ages, this stone

the occurrence of minor cuts.

14

— THE NEW YORK TIMES MAGAZINE

15

ALOE VERA
Oily macerate, gel (leaves) — Origin: North Africa

Allow yourself to be transported back to beauty’s golden age with An Atlas of
Natural Beauty. First established as a Parisian trendsetter in the 19th century,

TEACHINGS FROM TIME
IMMEMORIAL

nowadays also harvested by extraction, and
pasteurization has finally made it possible
to package fresh aloe vera juice. Macerating

The origins of aloe vera remain murky for

the plant in a neutral vegetable oil – such

botanists. The plant reportedly originates

as sunflower or jojoba – is another way to

from either the Arabian Peninsula or

harness its properties and to convey them

North Africa. Its name derives from the

as simply as possible to the skin. If there is

Arabic word alloeh, meaning “bitter”,

some aloe vera in your garden, this source of

and from the Latin word vera, meaning

freshness is within arm’s reach! Exercising

“true”. Its use and prescription have

just a little caution, it is not that hard to

been documented in all Middle-Eastern

harvest some of its gel. Just cut one fine leaf

cultures. In the case of the Sumerians,

at the base, choose a slice, cut off its spiny

in the 3rd millennium B.C., clay tablets

sides, run it under fresh water, and let the

testify to its therapeutic benefits. The

gel flow onto your skin.

Egyptians considered aloe vera to be a

the beauty emporium has been reincarnated as L'Officine Universelle Buly on

longevity elixir, and it is mentioned several

Book on the preparation of medicine for

which increases cell turnover and alleviates

Rue Bonaparte in Paris.

all parts of the human body. It celebrates

dark spots; in vitamin C, which stimulates

the impressive healing power of aloe in

microcirculation within the skin; and in

embellishing, stimulating and caring for

vitamins B and E, which help the cells fight

the skin, as well as warding off hair loss.

oxidative stress. Its high concentration

THE BENEFITS

times in the Ebers Papyrus – named after
its translator – which dates back to the
16th century B.C., and contains the famed

Aloe vera extract is rich in vitamin A,

of minerals, trace elements and eighteen
amino acids explains the potency of its

ON COLLECTING ALOE VERA

designed book allows you to sample their unique aesthetic heritage as a

Aloe vera, Aloe barbadensis

A RIVER RUNS THROUGH IT

beauty recipes for over 80 seeds, flowers, oils, trees, fruits, and herbs.

where it is known as the “harmonious

an almost transparent and viscous

remedy”. It is particularly effective when

mucilaginous gel which is harvested with an

it comes to soothing the discomfort of

expert cut, so as to preserve both the plant

sunburn and to revitalizing damaged and

and its pulp. This gel can be applied directly

parched skin. It works wonders on skin

onto the skin, but it oxidizes very quickly.

that lacks vitality, which it smoothes and

For better preservation, incised leaves were

revives.

once hung from the tip to let the juice
fleshy leaves, fringed with very tough

French apothecary as well as discover the modern uses, properties and home

flow out slowly, before cooking reduced it

amed for its cosmetic and

thorns. It grows under the fire of the sun on

to a syrup. A more recent method opts for

medicinal uses, aloe vera is a

dry terrain, and the wind and stones are the

crushing and pulverizing the leaves. The

succulent from the Liliaceae

only nourishment it needs. Within its thick

powder that is thus obtained is highly stable

family. Nicknamed “the desert lily”, this

leaves lies an abundant pulp, as transparent

and easy to preserve; it is used in many aloe

aloe is known for its long, smooth and

and fresh as a gel, a miraculous source.

vera-based products. This precious gel is

10

Including an exotic and diverse range of botanicals − from apricot and avocado

VICTOIRE DE TAILLAC and RAMDANE TOUHAMI

to argan oil and aloe vera − there are explanations for where the ingredient

are the owners of L’Officine Universelle Buly, and are

came from, its history, how it has been used in the past and recipes for how to

a married couple, currently living in Tokyo. He is an

use it as a beauty solution now.

entrepreneur, art collector and designer; she is an

This is the perfect guide for all modern natural beauty enthusiasts, as the
virtues of each ingredient are highlighted to ensure naturally radiant skin.

aristocrat-turned-shopkeeper. Together they are an
artistic Parisian powerhouse. They launched L’Officine
Universelle Buly in 2014, a line of beauty products

PUBLISHERS: France (Seghers/Laffont), Russia (Azbooka Atticus), UK (Ebury),

sold at international locations and at Net-a-Porter / Mr

NA (Simon & Schuster).

Porter.
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effects on the skin and the accuracy of its
nickname in traditional Chinese medicine,

Invention and natural beauty are at the heart of Buly and this exquisitely

At full maturity, aloe leaves contain

- 51 -
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Owen Matthews

AN IMPECCABLE SPY
RICHARD SORGE, STALIN'S MASTER
AGENT
Biography / 400 pages
Material: manuscript in English
Publication: March 2019

A revolutionary new account of the incredible life of
Richard Sorge – the man John le Carré called ”the spy to
end spies,” and whose actions turned the tide of WWII.
Richard Sorge was a Soviet spy during the Second World War who worked,
apparently without fear, as an undercover German journalist in Nazi Germany

NON-FICTION

and Imperial Japan. After a string of intelligence coups − including warning
Stalin about Hitler’s plan to attack the Soviet Union − he was captured by the
Japanese and executed for espionage.
This book tells Sorge's story for the first time from the Russian side as well as
the German and Japanese. Owen Matthews draws on a wealth of declassified
Soviet archives – along with testimonies from those who knew and worked
with Sorge – to provide the definitive biography of the man described by Ian
Fleming as ”the most formidable spy in history”.
“Stalin's James Bond.“

— LE FIGARO

“Richard Sorge was the best spy of all time.“ — TOM CLANCY
OWEN MATTHEWS is the author of the non-fiction book Stalin’s Children:
Three Generations of Love and War (Bloomsbury, 2008), which has been
translated into 27 languages.
PUBLISHERS: France (Plon-Perrin), Holland (Nieuw Amsterdam),
World English (Bloomsbury).
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Ivan Krastev & Stephen Holmes

THE LIGHT
THAT FAILED

HOW THE WEST WON THE COLD WAR
BUT LOST THE PEACE

Ivan Krastev

THE FUTURE OF DEMOCRACY
Politics/Current Affairs
Material: proposal in English
Publication: Spring 2020

In this short book, Ivan Krastev analyzes the most profound
political question facing the Western World: How will
sweeping demographic change affect democracy?

Politics / History / 250 pages
Material: proposal in English
Publication: October 2019

In a democracy, numbers matter. We used to believe that democratic power
changes hands when people change their minds. But what if power instead

A landmark account of the decline of the
West in the years since 1989.

shifts with population changes, when newcomers with different ethnic, cultural,

Ivan Krastev is one of the most influential, elegant, and original writers on

Ivan Krastev argues that the greatest transformation Western democracies

foreign affairs anywhere in the world.

will face in the twenty-first century is intense demographic change, driven by

Born in Bulgaria, based now in Vienna, fluent in English and Russian, with
deep connections all over the world, he has been described by Timothy
Synder as ”one of the great European minds of today”; by Robert Kagan as
”one of the most interesting thinkers of our time”; and by Gideon Rachman in
the Financial Times as ”one of Europe’s most interesting public intellectuals.”
The book, written with distinguished American scholar Stephen Holmes,
answers one of the most urgent questions of our times: How, after the triumph
of 1989, did the American-made world unravel?

or political identities enter the body politic?

aging populations and mass migration. The Future of Democracy examines
how democracies will survive the transfer of power from an old and relatively
homogenous majority to a racially and culturally diverse one.
Drawing on examples throughout history, Krastev demonstrates that when
faced with major demographic change within their electorates, threatened
majorities find it very hard to resist trying to rewrite the rules of the political
game.
IVAN KRASTEV is the 2019 Kissinger Chair in Foreign Policy at the Library
of Congress in DC. He is also a chair of the Centre for Liberal Strategies in
Sofia, a permanent fellow at the Institute for Human Sciences, Vienna, and a

PUBLISHERS: Bulgaria (Obsidian), Czech Republic (Karolinum Press), France

contributing opinion writer for the International New York Times.

(Fayard), Germany (Ullstein Verlag), Holland (Atlas Contact), Spain (Debate),

PUBLISHERS: Germany (C.H. Beck), Spain (Taurus), World English (Penguin

World English (Penguin Press).

Press).
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David Goodhart

PRAISE FOR THE ROAD TO SOMEWHERE:

HEAD, HAND,
HEART

THE RISE AND FALL OF THE
COGNITIVE ELITES
Politics / Current Affairs
Material: proposal in English

“The best and most complete explanation I've
seen for why things seem to be coming apart
in so many countries at the same time.”
— Jonathan Haidt
“An impeccably sensible and decent exposition of how the political elites
have failed their societies …“
— THE SUNDAY TIMES
“An accessible, evidence-based and direct account of how these conflicts are
reshaping the political world around us.“
— FINANCIAL TIMES

Publication: Fall 2019

In this follow-up to his bestselling The Road to Somewhere,
Goodhart divides society into people who work with their Heads,
with their Hands, and with their Hearts, and describes how the
status of each group has changed over the last 50 years.
David Goodhart’s argument that our politics is increasingly a battle between
people from ‘Anywhere’ and people from ‘Somewhere’ has reverberated
around the world and established him as one of the boldest thinkers about
the political shocks of recent years, one with a tremendous ability to crystallise
complex political ideas into memorable form.
Goodhart shows that there is one overarching explanation for the current
discontents in western societies that is hiding in plain sight: cognitive ability –
the analytical intelligence that helps people to pass exams and then process

“Whatever other objections Goodhart’s new book might provoke, few could
call it irrelevant or untimely …“
— OBSERVER
“Goodhart has clarity of argument and courage.“

— THE SUNDAY TIMES

“Thoughtful, well-argued and dangerously moderate. It may even be an incitement to independent thinking.“
— THE TIMES
“Seems likely to inform the debate on what post-Brexit Britain should look
— THE ECONOMIST
like.“
“[A] provocative take on the UK’s new tribal divisions …“

— NEW STATESMAN

“What may turn out to be the most sympathetic and insightful book about
Britain’s discontented masses.“
— THE SPECTATOR

information efficiently in their professional lives – has become the gold
standard of human esteem. Consequently, people with cognitive ability – the
cognitive elites – now shape society too much in their own interests.
To put it more bluntly: smart people have become too powerful.

DAVID GOODHART is the author of The British Dream: Successes and Failures
of Post-War Immigration (Atlantic, 2013) which was praised across the political
spectrum. A former FT writer, he founded Prospect Magazine in 1995. He now
heads the Demography Unit at the Policy Exchange Think Tank in Westminster.

PUBLISHERS: UK (Penguin Press), NA (Free Press).
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Armand D’Angour

Jonathan Rowson

THE MAKING OF A PHILOSOPHER

A CHESS GRANDMASTER ON
THE GAME OF LIFE

SOCRATES IN
LOVE
Biography/History / 272 pages

THE MOVES
THAT MATTER:
Memoir/Self-help / 170 pages

Material: manuscript in English

Material: manuscript in English

Publication: March 2019

Publication: November 2019

”History, as told by men, has often erased the role
of women. Our new champion Armand D’Angour has
pieced together the evidence — that a woman of
great intellectual powers helped lay the foundations
of Western philosophy.” — Helena Kennedy
In
this
ground-breaking
biography,
Oxford
classicist
Armand
D’Angour reconstructs Socrates’ early life, to present an entirely
new account of one of history’s most famous figures – one that
gives a central role to Aspasia, the most brilliant woman of antiquity.
In 399 BC, Athens famously put Socrates on trial for ”corrupting young
men and introducing new gods.” In death, he became the world’s greatest
philosophical hero. But as this book shows, Socrates was not just a thinker.
He was a soldier who served in many campaigns with distinction, and a lover.
Although he married for the first time in his fifties, he had many other liaisons.
One encounter in particular, with Aspasia of Miletus, the cleverest woman
of the age, would transform his life – and the future direction of Western
philosophy.

In this profoundly original book, Jonathan Rowson blends memoir − his
teenage years as a chess prodigy, how his father and brother’s mental illness
broke his family, the ferociously intense life of a chess grandmaster − with
deep reflection, to draw out ”life lessons from the game of chess.” It is a book
about life’s transitions, how we become ourselves and, perhaps above all,
about falling in and out of love with something. It can be read with profit and
pleasure by chess players and non-chess players alike.
”A remarkable, highly original and personal book, unlike
anything else you have read.” — IAIN MCGILCHRIST
”Jonathan Rowson has written a powerfully unconventional
and mind-expanding book.” — OLIVER BURKEMAN
”You do not need to play chess to love this book. In Rowson's hands,
chess emerges as a kind of jazz, a dialectic of rules and rule-breaking,
surface glitter and profound hidden depths.” — MARINA BENJAMIN
JONATHAN ROWSON is an applied philosopher and director of the think
tank Perspectiva. He has degrees in the humanities and social sciences from

ARMAND D’ANGOUR is a British classical scholar and musician. He is a

Oxford, Harvard and Bristol Universities. Jonathan is a chess grandmaster and

Fellow and Tutor in Classics at Jesus College, Oxford. He is the author of the

was British Chess Champion from 2004-06.

acclaimed study The Greeks and the New (2011).
PUBLISHER: Spain(Ariel), World English (Bloomsbury).
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PUBLISHERS: Holland (Atlas Contact), UK (Bloomsbury),
NA (Bloomsbury).
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Joanna Jolly

RED RIVER
GIRL

Tobias Buck

AFTER
THE FALL
History/Current Affairs / 200 pages

True Crime / 320 pages

Material: manuscript in English

Material: manuscript in English

Publication: May 2019

Publication: October 2019

 @TobiasBuckFT

This dark true crime story is as gripping, atmospheric,
and disturbing as any Scandinavian noir.

A dramatic and deeply researched portrait of
Spain since the financial crisis of 2008.

In August 2014, the body of 15-year-old Tina Fontaine was found on the banks

Tobias Buck describes the effects of the economic meltdown that wrecked

of the Red River in Winnipeg. The murder had made headlines throughout

the Spanish economy a decade ago, and the fate of the millions left behind

Canada. This was not just because of the horrific nature of her death but

by the crisis. His book describes the long shadow cast by the nation's historic

also for what Tina Fontaine represented. She was from Canada's Indigenous

traumas, with chapters on the dark legacy of the Franco dictatorship and

population, and her killing was the latest in a stream of violent attacks against

the history of violence in the Basque country. Finally, it examines the grave

Indigenous women and girls in Canada.

challenge facing Spain today: the push for secession in Catalonia.

In Red River Girl, Joanna Jolly reconstructs the tragically short life of Tina

After the Fall is based on many years of first-hand reporting in Spain, and

Fontaine, tells the inside story of the law enforcement officers investigating

interviews with all the country's key political leaders. But Tobias Buck’s account

her murder, and details their incredible year-long operation to find, arrest,

of contemporary Spain is told above all at ground level, through ordinary and

and prosecute Tina’s killer.

extraordinary people in Madrid, Barcelona, and across the country.

JOANNA JOLLY is a multi-award winning former BBC South Asia Editor

TOBIAS BUCK was born in Jugenheim, Germany. From 2012 to 2017 he was

and documentary film maker. Over the past decade, she has reported from
Jerusalem, Brussels, Kathmandu, Washington DC and Delhi. Red River Girl is
her debut novel. In 2016, she was a Shorenstein Fellow at the Kennedy School
of Government at Harvard University.
PUBLISHERS: UK (Virago), NA (Penguin Canada).
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the Financial Times Madrid correspondent. Spain's International Press Club
named him 2015 foreign correspondent of the year. He is currently the FT’s
Berlin correspondent.
PUBLISHER: World English (Weidenfeld & Nicolson).
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Vicky Pryce

Ian Leslie

WHY WE CAN’T HAVE IT ALL
IN A FREE MARKET ECONOMY

WHY EVERYONE’S TALKING AND NO
ONE’S LISTENING (AND WHAT WE CAN
DO ABOUT IT)

WOMEN VS
CAPITALISM

TOUGH TALK:
Psychology/Popular Science

Economics/Current Affairs

Material: proposal in English

Material: proposal in English

Publication: Fall 2020

Publication: Spring 2020

www.ian-leslie.com

Women are still not reaching their full potential in market
economies. This book is an urgent call for radical reform.
It’s time to confront an uncomfortable truth. The free market as we know it

This book explains why evidence doesn’t change people’s
minds, why terror suspects don’t succumb to intimidation,
and why students are having less sex than their parents.

cannot produce gender equality. This is the bold but authoritative argument

In Tough Talk, Ian Leslie explains how human beings communicate with

of Vicky Pryce, the British government’s former chief economist.

each other. It turns out that most people are actually not very good at

Women vs Capitalism is a fresh and timely reminder that, although the #MeToo
movement has been hugely important, women will not achieve full power
while there remains economic inequality. Pryce urgently calls for feminists

communicating at all. This didn’t matter so much when people lived in small,
homogenous groups, but now we live in diverse, interconnected societies, it
has become a serious problem. But it doesn’t have to be this way.

to focus attention on the pressing issue of the pay gap, the glass ceiling,

Tough Talk describes the latest research of a group of cutting-edge

and the obstacles to women working in the first place. Only with government

”interpersonal” psychologists and the work of ground-breaking experts in

intervention in the labour market will these problems finally be conquered.

”high stakes” communication, like hostage negotiators, interrogators and

From the threat of robot labor to the lack of women in economics, Pryce
convincingly shows that we will not achieve equality for women in our society

addiction counsellors. to show that it is possible for human beings to learn
how to resolve disagreements peacefully and without escalation into conflict.

without radical changes to western capitalism.

IAN LESLIE writes about ideas, culture and politics in the Britain and The

VICKY PRYCE is Chief Economic Adviser at the Centre for Economics and

United States. His book Born Liars was hailed as ”consistently startling and

Business Research, and former joint head of the UK Government Economic

fascinating” by the Daily Mail and was BBC Radio 4’s ”Book of the Week”.

Service. Her books include Greekonomics, and It’s the Economy, Stupid.
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Tiffany Jenkins

THE FALL OF
PRIVATE LIFE
History / Politics
Material: proposal in English
 @tiffanyjenkins

This vivid, timely, and highly original narrative history
describes the long struggle to achieve private life in the West
– and shows why we’re on the brink of throwing it all away.
Private life is in mortal danger, threatened by a three-headed monster:
corporate and state surveillance; a confessional, ”tell-all” culture that makes
people complicit in the invasion of their own privacy; and the intense
politicisation of private life.
Tiffany Jenkins’s groundbreaking book traces the emergence of private
sanctuaries to show that private life is a very recent – and hard-won –
achievement. It also warns that if we’re not careful, it will be a temporary one.
This book is animated by a simple but fundamental idea: that a private life is a
precious, sustaining resource, of intrinsic value, that must be defended.
PRAISE FOR TIFFANY JENKINS' PREVIOUS BOOK:
”An outstanding achievement, clear-headed, wide-anging and incisive.”
							 — SUNDAY TIMES (UK)
”Courageous and well-argued.”			

— WALL STREET JOURNAL

TIFFANY JENKINS is an Anglo-American writer and broadcaster and the
author of Keeping Their Marbles (2016).
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